THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN BRAZILIAN PHYSICAL RETAIL IN 2030

ABSTRACT

In the face of the technological developments, the change in consumer behavior and the intensification of the use of the internet in the purchase of products and services, it is identified the need to develop new competitive structure in the Brazilian physical retail. In this context, the atmosphere of the environment has been adopted as an important strategic tool in physical retail in order to provide competitive advantage and consolidate the consumer’s shopping experience. This article seeks to identify trends related to the atmosphere of the Brazilian physical retail environment in 2030. The research developed in this article started from an exploratory approach with qualitative nature and it was divided into two stages: one, involving eight retail executive professionals (Vision 1), with data collection through the Survey Monkey platform electronic questionnaire; the second stage was conducted face-to-face and Skype semi-structured interviews with four retail executive professionals (Vision 2). It was possible to identify: a) the factors that will affect the atmosphere of the environment; b) the factors that need change for physical retail to serve the consumer; c) the most important relationships between physical retail versus the consumer; d) the dimension of greatest value to the consumer and e) as regards behavior.
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RESUMO

Diante das evoluções tecnológicas, da mudança do comportamento do consumidor e da intensificação do uso da internet na aquisição de produtos e serviços, identifica-se a necessidade de desenvolvimento de novas estruturas competitivas no varejo físico brasileiro. Nesse contexto, a atmosfera do ambiente passou a ser adotada como importante ferramenta estratégica no varejo físico a fim de proporcionar vantagem competitiva e consolidar a experiência de compra do consumidor. Este artigo busca identificar quais as tendências relacionadas à atmosfera do ambiente no varejo físico brasileiro em 2030. A pesquisa desenvolvida neste artigo partiu de uma abordagem exploratória com cunho qualitativo e foi dividida em duas etapas: uma primeira, envolvendo oito profissionais executivos de varejo (Visão 1), com a coleta de dados feita por meio de questionário eletrônico da plataforma SurveyMonkey; a segunda etapa, realizada com entrevistas semi-estruturadas presenciais e via Skype com quatro profissionais executivos do varejo (Visão 2). Em seguida foram identificados a) os fatores que impactarão a atmosfera do ambiente; b) os fatores que necessitam de mudança para que o varejo físico atenda ao consumidor; c) as relações mais importantes entre o varejo físico versus o consumidor; d) a dimensão de maior valor para o consumidor e e) quanto ao comportamento.

Palavras-chave: atmosfera do ambiente, percepção do valor, comportamento do consumidor, marketing experiencial.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gilles Lipovetsky, researcher and professor at the University of Grenoble, studies the so-called “hypermodernity”, a phenomenon that involves, among other principles, what is called “hyperconsumption”, that is, the increasing the purchase of goods and services by modern society. Lipovetsky (2010) divides the “new historical stage of consumer civilization” into three phases:

1) phase 1 - which begins around 1880 and ends with World War II, in which small local markets are shifted by large national markets, made possible by transport and communication infrastructure. It was at this stage that mass marketing and the modern consumer were invented;

2) phase 2 - which started around 1950, when there was intense global economic growth, called the “society of abundance” phase, which the author describes as the “pure period of mass consumption society”;

3) phase 3 - which started between the late 1970s and early 1980s, it is time for “hyperconsumption”, the extreme diversification of the supply of products and services, the trivialization of access to novelties and making consumers “less predictable and more volatile”, desiring objects “to live” and “to display”. Consumers were more oriented towards individual tastes and criteria.

The observed changes in behavior, with technological developments promoted by the Internet, further has evidenced hyperconsumption. The need for more information on products, processes and services has brought up new parameters for assessing the outcome of consumption of goods and services, as well as creating a new dynamic in the process of purchasing decision of individuals. These new parameters allowed consumers to use multiple platforms and channels during their buying journey. Individuals want to decide how and where to buy, making little distinction between physical or digital environment.

Mattar (2011) presents the three major concerns of physical retailers regarding the new forms of marketing of products and services promoted by the internet. The first concern is the speed with which electronic retail grows and reaches specific market segments. The second is associated with the fact that small percentages of lost market share in low-margin and competitive sectors can mean a significant reduction in the number of stores in physical retail. Finally, the author reinforces the difficulty in competing with electronic retail, as it offers several benefits and advantages to the consumer.
These factors enable multichannel management, defined as the use and articulation of multiple channels by the retailer to bring their goods to final consumers. It is clear that multichannel retail does not only cover physical stores and the Internet, but a whole set of possible forms of sale, such as telemarketing, direct selling, catalog purchases and the combination of different forms of delivery to end consumers. (SIQUEIRA, 2004).

In this scenario, Verhoef, Kannan and Inman (2015) argue that it is fundamental for retail management to understand the consumer’s buying journey by naturally integrating online and offline (physical and virtual) means, both in the search for information and in making purchases. For the authors, companies face new challenges that stem from the Multichannel strategy for Omnichannel management development, because even with certain similarities in the use of various channels there are differences in priorities in their management. While Multichannel prioritizes marketing channels for increased presence, Omnichannel places more emphasis on interactions between channels and brands. In this sense, the store environment also becomes important from Omnichannel management, as it also considers the interactions between the consumer and the brand within the channels, creating differentiated shopping experiences in both physical and virtual environments (VERHOEF, et al, 2015; BRYNJOLFSSON, et al, 2013). However, it is argued that this change requires organizations to work closely with their customers to understand their businesses and environments. Nowadays, consumers are immersed in a wide and complex variety of networks, so that technology (internet) enables these connections and facilitates many types of interactions (VERHOEF et al., 2017). Thus, the increase of innovation in retail technology caused changes in consumer behavior (WOOD, 2002).

In this context the retail market must take into account the changes in consumer behavior, social and technological trends, which cause constant changes in market preferences and demand strategic choices as to the innovations and management models to be adopted (DE ANGELO; NIELSEN; FOUTO, 2012).

De Angelo, Nielsen and Fouto (2012) also highlight that:

Consumers are becoming less and less loyal to traditional consumption patterns, which impacts sales channels, products and brands. People are always looking for products with new features and differentiations. In contrast, companies are constantly in need of innovating to remain competitive in the markets they operate (DE ANGELO; NIELSEN; FOUTO, 2012, pg. 60).

The first to coin a definition of retail atmosphere was Kotler (1973), with the publication of the article “Atmospheric as a Marketing Tool”. In this paper, Kotler introduced the concept of store environment influence on consumer perception and behavior, developing the term store atmosphere.

The central idea of this concept concerns how the atmosphere of the environment can influence the consumer’s decision to buy from a pleasant space, increasing his permanence and encouraging him to consume the product offered and inducing him to return whenever he needs it. This product and / or service.

In addition, Bitner (1992) states that customer well-being results not only from the product consumed, but from the environment that generates consumer perceptions that will influence the decision making process and purchase intention (BITNER, 1992).

There are many variables and factors that make up the store atmosphere. An atmosphere requires care and attention to the intended audience, as people have different reactions to a particular stimulus. Thus, the various actions related to the store’s atmosphere have to align with the company’s strategic program to produce the desired effect (GONZÁLEZ-BENITO; MUÑOZ-GALLEGO; KOPALLEB, 2005; TURLEY, CHEBAT, 2002). These authors establish a definition
of store atmosphere or service atmosphere or service scenario with virtually the same sets of characteristics or stimuli. The term “environment atmosphere” will be adopted for this work, as it has expressiveness in relation to the physical retail sector.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Physical Retail

According to Kotler and Keller (2012), retail includes the sale of goods and services designed directly to the final consumer. So any organization that sells to end consumers is involved in retail - manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers or retailers - looking at the various forms and new reality of retail marketing. Different store formats (physical or virtual) will have different competitive dynamics, including differentiated service levels, store environment, pricing, communication, as well as activities and building experiences, seeking to meet and satisfy certain consumer groups.

Retail combines numerous variables, such as store format and location, product and service mix, price, ambiance and layout. It also adopts various communication tools, ranging from showcases, displays, totems, sales promotion, product experimentation and elements and communication, which ensure important influence and leads to consumer buying decision (QUEIROZ, 2015).

As the store environment is adjusted to the intended audience and aligned with the organization’s strategic planning, the variables that make up this ambience are important factors for market segmentation. Thus, the plan defined by retail to serve its public depends on the format of the store and this represents the company’s strategy determining its competitive structure (GONZÁLEZ-BENITO; MUÑOZ-GALLEGO; KOPALLE, 2005).

Retail as a function is central to all economies: it unites diverse consumer shortcomings with specialized product offerings. Retail functions comprise assortment creation, physical merchandise logistics, legal transactions with the consumer, general information provision and communication, and the provision of ancillary services. Retail as a function is part of the retail value chain. In its most substantial form, this value chain includes manufacturing (brand) manufacturers, institutional retailers, and consumers, with institutional retail referring to agents whose sole or major benefits come from conducting retail activities (REINARTZ et al., 2019).

2.2 Environment Atmosphere

According to Laksono (2013), the store atmosphere has become one of the determining factors of consumer expectations and also represents an important stimulus to consumers’ experience in physical store buying situations.

Underhill (2009) comments that many consumers are influenced or carry out their decision making process in the internal store environment. However, given the dynamic and competitive environment, it is up to the retailer to identify a competitive advantage that characterizes a differential and promotes consumer attractiveness (UNDERHILL, 2009).

Studies conducted by Ferreira et al. (2006), Milan (2007) and Verde, Arruda and Moura (2007) analyzed the service consumer’s experience and his emotional attitude to the environment. This theme is observed from topics such as thematic environment, environmental architecture, service environment in the form of thematic scenario, servicescapes as a service atmosphere or even assuming the characteristics of theatrical stage.
The atmosphere of a store can act as a differentiation strategy. According to Underhill (2004):

> When we first enter a store, our senses are heightened, and our eyes sweep the whole place. We smell the air and our ears look for signals that tell us exactly where we are. All this makes shopping a kind of fun. This is what distinguishes one store from all others (UNDERHILL, 2004).

Mehrabian and Russel (1974) identified the effects caused by the store atmosphere on people’s emotions, altering the company’s image, customers’ purchase intent and store revenue. For them, the physical environment is capable of influencing behavior and image of the establishment, and is particularly important for goods, services and retail companies.

The evolution of physical store formats follows these concepts and creates conditions for the development of a shopping atmosphere that contributes to the consolidation of a differentiated experience for consumers. The atmosphere can still be materialized through different variables (colors, lighting, music and aromas) and the combination of multiple sensory capabilities to create a unique atmosphere. Many companies already use these techniques to create unique background music, tailored sounds, lighting, colors, decor, distinctive scent or aroma tailored to each section and consumer profile (MCGOLDRICK, 2002).

In addition, consumer clarity about the service is associated with scenario characteristics, where variables such as light, temperature, odor, noise, music, and various other factors can positively affect satisfaction when well managed (BITNER, 1992; HOLBROOK; GARDENER, 2000; OAK; MOTTA, 2002).

### 2.3 The dimensions of the environment atmosphere

Kotler (1973) addressed this topic long ago, highlighting the importance of creating an environment through the use of color, lighting, sound and furniture to encourage consumers’ perceptive and emotional responses and influence their buying behaviors.

The atmosphere of a store is perceived by consumers through the visual and aesthetic elements of the environment that can affect the perception of the quality of the goods themselves sold (RICHARDSON; JAIN; DICK, 1996). Consumers may be even more motivated by the atmosphere lived in the establishment than in their own purchases (MILAN, 2007).

Some authors have developed models by defining dimensions for this atmosphere: Bitner (1992), Kotler (1973), Mehrabian and Russell (1974), Bitner (1992), Baker et al. (2002), Turley and Chebat (2002). All were unanimous in stating that the store atmosphere or retail atmosphere is divided into three dimensions: Environmental, Design and Social. Table 1 presents these models and their characteristics:
Table 1: Models of Application in the Environment Atmosphere

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAIN MODELS OF APPLICATION IN THE ENVIRONMENT ATMOSPHERE</th>
<th>MAIN CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bitner (1992)</td>
<td>Consumer behavior is related to the environment - 3 types of behavior: approach, remoteness and interaction; the author highlights 3 environmental dimensions: environmental, environmental functionality and signage and symbols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker et al (2002)</td>
<td>Model tested by structural equations; It proposes relationships between the dimensions of a store’s atmosphere (social, design and environmental) and the perceived value of the goods sold, the cognitive and psychic costs involved in the process, and the return and recommendation intentions. The store environment is divided by factors: social factor, design factor and the environment factor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turley and Chebat (2002)</td>
<td>Retail environment design is seen as a competitive advantage; The model seeks to integrate the atmosphere into the strategic planning process and creates three stages: it develops overall business strategies and thus houses a number of controllable variables including the retail atmosphere, design of a specific retail atmosphere configuration of existing or existing stores, and involvement of atmospheric design elements capable of generating specific effects on purchasing behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehrabian and Russel (1974)</td>
<td>Adopts environmental psychology for consumer behavior, it responds to sensory stimuli with emotional and behavioral responses – EBR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kotler (1973)</td>
<td>Causal relationships between store atmosphere and likelihood of purchase: sensory qualities, buyer’s perceptions, effects of sensory qualities - changes in buyer’s affective state and impact of information modification and buyer’s affective state on buyer’s likelihood.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: elaborated by the author.

2.4 The influence of environment atmosphere on value perception

Understanding the meaning of value in an organization’s offering from a customer perspective enables the development, creation, and improvement of marketing strategies in accordance with designated values. The competitive advantage lies in finding new ways to meet customer desires while delivering the highest expected value (WOODRUFF, 1997).

According to Zeithaml (1988), the value perceived by consumers originates in the confrontation between benefit and sacrifice involved in a particular business. Kerin et al. (2007) define that, from the consumer’s point of view, price is strongly used to indicate value when compared to the perceived benefits of a product or service.

The relevance of emotional and affective nature underlies the interaction between the stimuli present in products and the services consumed (HIRSCHMAN; HOLBROOK, 1982). Holbrook (1996) comments that consumer value involves the interrelationship of four value dimensions: (a) interactivity, which concerns the relationship between the consumer and the product; (b) relativism, when there is comparison between objects, people and a specific context; (c) preference, which translates into meanings such as affection, attitude, evaluation, predisposition, opinion, response tendency and valence; and (d) experience that this consumption produces, since the value is not only in the product purchased, nor in the brand chosen or the object possessed. The value generated from this experience in the store atmosphere makes it an attractive and competitive alternative of differentiation for the market (HOLBROOK, 1996).
2.5 The experience in the environment atmosphere

Consumer habits are no longer considered purely rational (ADDIS; HOLBROOK, 2001; SOLOMON, 2002). Emotions, fantasies and aesthetic pleasures are seen as important in the purchase of various types of products, establishing a consumer experience capable of presenting symbolic and subjective benefits to consumers (HIRSCHMAN; HOLBROOK, 1982; HAVLENA; HOLBROOK, 1986).

Amid this transformation in points of sale, there is also a change in the consumer profile. According to Schmitt (2000), consumers are driven by both reason and emotion, and seek to experience shopping experiences and not just get quality products. However, Underhill (2009) states that this new consumer is the one who chooses their brand and product preferences, spending little time on their buying decisions and seeing them as pleasurable purchases made quickly.

The experience shows several aspects, including the environment that represents the point of sale or the place where the service is performed and its influence in the five senses, as mentioned by Bitner (1992), Daucé and Rieunier (2002) and Teixeira e Barbosa (2008). Hetzel (2004) states that the attributes of the experience can be measured by the following indicators: place; architecture; design; staging; environment decoration; physical structure; space organization; storage of tables; lighting; temperature; background music; predominant odors; number, dress, attitudes and reactions of employees; attendance; and interaction with customers.

In the consumer’s experience, entertainment and creativity are taken into consideration and are used by the organization as a strategy of attractiveness and aiming to generate value (BERRY; CARBone; HAECKEL, 2003).

It is noteworthy that today’s consumers place more emphasis on the emotional side of experience and that a large number of businesses have responded to this offer in an attempt to gain a competitive edge (SCHMITT, 1999; BAKER et al., 2002; BÄCKSTRÖM; JOHANSSON, 2006; NAYLOR et al., 2008). However, Verhoef et al. (2009) consider that the generation of maximum experience seems to be one of the central objectives of contemporary retail, uniquely in relation to the store atmosphere.

2.6 Competitive strategy and the atmosphere of the environment

Today’s survival forces companies to build consumer-focused strategies, thus developing an ability to respond and adapt to the needs of their audience. This interaction suggests a true inclusion of the consumer in corporate strategies, and the company determines how the relationship will occur.

In this sense, Perez (2004, p. 133) compares:

(...) if in the preceding phase the brands were nourished and sustained in communication, in the present phase the brand produces meanings and gets closer to the public. The brand proposes to its audiences a share. Consuming Lancôme, for example, means sharing a sweet and romantic feminine view (PEREZ, 2004, p.133).

Competitive differentiation is not just about quality, so the organization must direct internal processes to deliver value aligned with the value perspectives the consumer sees (WOOD-RUFF, 1997). Puccinelli et al. (2009) state that when retailers admit the need for customer deepening and act on that knowledge, consumer satisfaction increases, as does retail performance and success.
Store atmosphere becomes a relevant strategic variable that is difficult to copy and an important means of gaining competitive advantage. As a result, benefits can be gained from sales, attraction-rejection behavior, store image, retail entertainment, employee satisfaction, and competitive advantage. For this reason, the store atmosphere should be designed on the basis of a customer-centric strategic planning, based on the understanding of which elements are valued by the consumer in a specific store environment, thus making the atmosphere an important tool of value creation for the consumer (TURLEY; CHEBAT, 2002). They also argue that the store environment is also an important instrument of standardization, being widely used by retail chains and franchises for the constitution of a visual identity (TURLEY; CHEBAT, 2002).

When the product or service is targeted at specific social classe or lifestyle groups, retailers propose the atmosphere so that the store is arranged according to the chosen segment, as different groups act differently to the environment. (KOTLER, 1973; BITNER, 1992).

In some segments, environment specification is the main differentiation in offering products and services that can be found in other establishments. This strategy allows for strong price differentiation (KOTLER, 1973; BAKER et al., 2002; ANDERSSON; MOSSBERG, 2004; PUCCINELLI et al., 2009).

Verhoef et al. (2009) recognize the existence of many types of retailing in which the product or service plays a secondary role, with the store atmosphere being the main attraction and experience being the real reason for the existence of the business.

3. METHODOLOGICAL PROCEDURES

The objective of this paper is to develop a vision of the atmosphere of the environment in 2030 facing the technological changes and adjustments necessary to meet the needs of consumers.

As primary research, an exploratory and qualitative approach was adopted. For Gil (2014), an exploratory research seeks to become familiar with a subject little explored or known and its main objective is to determine the field of study. For Sampieri, Collado and Lúcio (2006), when the objective is to examine a problem that is still little studied, exploratory studies are the most indicated.

In this sense, qualitative studies are associated with real situations and are a powerful source of analysis and collection, at certain times and over long periods (GRAY, 2012). Moreover, Ghauri and Gronhaug (1995) and Creswell (2010) state that studies of complex subjects, such as human or organizational behavior, qualitative research is the most suitable.

The present study was conducted in two steps, in order to have a probable atmosphere of the environment in 2030, and the data collection was made from two non-probabilistic samples.

In the first stage, a structured questionnaire was created via SurveyMonkey to obtain the opinion of retail executives. Twenty-two executives from the sector were selected, of which 8 answered the questionnaire. Table 2 presents the sample selected by segment of the retail chain.
Table 2 - Vision 1 Respondent Profile by Retail Chain Segment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RETAIL CHAIN SEGMENT</th>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>EXPERTISE</th>
<th>GUESTS</th>
<th>RESPONDENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent Retail Advisor</td>
<td>CEO - Partner</td>
<td>Physical Retail Consulting</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain stores / franchise stores / independent store</td>
<td>CEO / Director / Division Managers</td>
<td>Physical Retail</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping Center</td>
<td>Superintendent</td>
<td>Shopping mall retail</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: elaborated by the author.

From the analysis of the answers obtained through the questionnaire applied in step 1, the researcher elaborated an in-depth interview script answered by 4 retail executive professionals, so that they could indicate the probable view of the atmosphere of the physical retail environment until 2030. Table 3 shows the sample selected by skill segment.

Table 3 - Vision 2 respondents profile invited by specialty segment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESPONDENTS</th>
<th>EXPERTISE</th>
<th>POSITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 1</td>
<td>Shopping Center /</td>
<td>Director &amp; Founder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 2</td>
<td>Physical Retail</td>
<td>President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 3</td>
<td>Physical Retail</td>
<td>Founder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 4</td>
<td>Future/ Innovation/Tendencies</td>
<td>CEO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: elaborated by the author.

To define the factors applied in the ambient atmosphere, a matrix of integration of the retail space in the ambient atmosphere was elaborated in order to contemplate the aspects of the ambient atmosphere in three dimensions for the analysis of the store environment (environmental, design and social), according to the authors presented in the theoretical framework (Chart 1). Although other factors and variables can be identified to compose the atmosphere of the environment, only 10 were chosen for this research, as they are easily understood by the respondents and strongly perceived by the consumer, according to Chart 1.

CHART 1: Factors matrix used in the Vision 1 and Vision 2 questionnaire.

4. AGGREGATE DATA ANALYSIS

After conducting the research and data collection, the analysis of the results began based on the content analysis of the responses of managers interviewed in steps 1 and 2.

This methodology is currently widely used in data analysis and is reaching new and more challenging possibilities as it integrates the qualitative exploration of messages and information. It is used to describe and interpret the content of all kinds of documents and texts, helping to reinterpret messages and reach an understanding of their meanings at a level that goes beyond ordinary reading (MORAES, 1999).
After this stage, the data were organized from the matrix of factors following the proposal of Chart 1, which allowed the categorization as follows: a) factors that impact the atmosphere of the environment; b) factors that need change for physical retail to serve the consumer; c) most important relationships between physical retail and consumer; d) dimension of greater value to the consumer and e) buying behavior.

• **Factors that impact the atmosphere of the environment**

  The social dimension was more important having as main factors the following: Attendance; Information content; Consumer; Illumination (luminotechnique), as follows:

  “Services: Service: Generates synergy respect for the consumer ... Because the human relationship will always be fundamental in the climate of the point of sale...”

  “Consumer: Wants to be cherished with care and long lasting relationship”.

  “Light, it is a factor that is linked to our evolutionary history, the luminosity of the environment induces emotional reactions of comfort or discomfort, tranquility or fear, so this will continue to be decisive in the composition of an appropriate climate.

According to respondents, service and experience will be impactful in 2030, as:

  “The service is the human bias, importance must be given to the signaling factor and information content based on this service”.

  “Digital retail will be more developed. Physical stores will play a very important role in the consumer experience as omnichannel will be consolidated.”

  “Consumer and experience in the spotlight ever and ever.”

• **Factors that need change for physical retail to serve consumers**

  From the collected data, it can be concluded that the social dimension and design need to undergo changes and must evolve to meet new demands, allowing the exposure of new products and promotion of new experiences. Among the factors listed were furniture / layout / experience and signage. This can also be confirmed in in-depth interviews, in which respondents consider the changes in service and the attractiveness of the place to serve the consumer as fundamental:

  “Service is number 1, employees do not represent the brand, they must be part of the consumption journey.”

  “Physical stores will have to adopt and evolve into a very attractive environment that justifies people going to the points (physical retail).”

  “As we are seeing the growing need for experience generation, it will be increasingly important and critical to retail success to change these factors.”

• **The most important relationships between physical retail versus consumer**

  Regarding the interactions between physical retail and the consumer, the social dimension, represented by personalized service, as well as design, stands out, based on the architecture focused on experience:

  “Increasingly the customer seeks quality and fair price in the goods. Don’t mind paying more if the service is personalized and efficient.”

  “Knowing the consumer and treating them differently from on-site experiences will be the most important factors that will attract the public to the POS.”

  “Customer focus first, shopping experience as a complement...”
• The highest value dimension for consumers

The experience dimension, followed by interactivity, are the most important dimensions for the consumer:

“Because people like to experiment, to experience different things. And stores that set out to provide unprecedented experiences will stand out”.
“Experience will be the crucial factor in consumer choice”.
“What will be marked in the customer’s memory will be how delighted he was on his buying journey. That I call experience”.
“Interactivity will have significant relevance, mainly due to the connectivity that the consumer will be exposed to.”

• Purchasing Behavior

According to the respondents of the two stages, consumer buying behavior will be defined by the social dimension, represented by the personal factor, followed by the influence of the collectivity:

“The first important factor in buying behavior, in my opinion, is social. Possession of a good, most of the time, is to seek acceptance, social inclusion. Once belonging to a clan, the bearer of the good also takes place in the personal field.” “We are collective beings still and influenced by collective.”

The social dimension will be present in all atmospheres of the environment in 2030, represented by the attendance factor. This factor provides safety and comfort and puts the consumer in an advantageous position as it defines a contact relationship between the physical retail and the consumer.

As for the factors that need change for the physical retail to serve the consumer, we highlight the attendance factor (social dimension) in view of consumer empowerment through greater access to information and due to technological developments. Thus, the service should be integrated with the design dimension and the signaling factor / information content.

Attention should also be given to building consumer experiences on site and on the buying journey. Respondents advocate an alignment between customer service factor, facility / site attractiveness, and staff so that this experience happens in an organic, without barriers, attractive and determinant way to success.

The consumer will be increasingly informed and will seek high perception of value, to be created through experience and service. Buying behavior will be more personal in the face of empowerment; While social and cultural behavior are important, personal behavior will define purchase and / or acquisition.

5. CONCLUSION

This study aimed to discuss the trends related to the environment atmosphere in the Brazilian physical retail in 2030. Thus, we sought to identify how the the environment atmosphere impacts the physical retail and the consumer. Thus, the factors that will influence the atmosphere of the environment were described. It can be seen from the content analysis of the responses of managers interviewed in steps 1 and 2 that, in fact, the physical retail market is changing in the face of technological evolution and with a large information content. As a result, transformations
are driving significant changes in physical retail and expanding consumer access to information, which will increasingly define how you want your product and/or service. It is evident that the likely atmosphere of the environment in 2030 should be fully integrated, enabling the consumer to have full interactivity with the branded product and/or service. This interaction will have to provide a unique customer experience for them to change their perception of value in an environment of similar pricing and quality. Physical retail will still have to present an atmosphere of the environment with a differential that can be used as a strategy and as a competitive advantage.
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